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Language 
KARAO [Common] 

KYJ [ISO] 

 

Symbols: 

 The symbols used in the Karao orthography are: b [b], ch [], d [d], f [g gw [], 


hyphen for glottal stop 

a

Spelling Rules: 

 1. A glottal stop is represented by a hyphen when it occurs contiguous to a consonant. 

 nga-nga ‘child’ 

2. Geminate consonants following e  are predicatable and  are written as a single consonant. Double 
consonants following any other vowel are not predictable and are written as two consonants. 

 sekep ‘to enter’   tokkong ‘to sit’ 

3. In general, pronouns are written as separate words, except for -ak, -k, and -m, which are written 
attached to the preceding word. 

 onkowan ira ‘they will go’ onkowanak ‘I will go’ 

Ergative/absolutive pronoun pairs that form a single phonological word are not separated. 

 tolongan toak ‘he will help me’ 

4. The expression ‘person from (place name)’ is written by separating the prefix from the place name by 
a hyphen and capitalizing the first letter of the place name. 

 i-Karao ‘the person from Karao’ 

5. Nasal assimilation within a morpheme is written; however, nasal assimilation across morpheme 
boundaries is not. 

 imbaliy ‘spouse’  manbaliy ‘to reside’ 
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6. The prefix naiyan-, which has two pronounciations, is written naiyan- in all occurrences. 

7. The habitual prefix na-, which has two pronunciations, is written as na- in all occurrences. 

8. When the genitive pronouns to, tayo, and cha follow /a/-final nouns, the morphophonemic changes 
are written; i.e., the noun and pronoun are written as one word and the change of the final /a/ of the 
noun to /e/ is also written. 

 awa ‘father’ + cha ‘their’ —> awecha ‘their father’ 

The exception to this practice is when the genitive pronoun cha is followed by -d, an allomorph of the 
oblique marker cha, in which case the attachment of -d triggers another morphophonemic change. Here 
the noun is written separately and the final /a/ of the noun is written as its underlying form, i.e. /a/ is 
written as a. 

 awa ‘father’ + cha ‘their’ + cha oblique  —> awa ched ‘their father’ 

      marker 

Note: These morphophonemic changes do not apply to borrowed words ending in /a/. 

9. When the absolutive clitic marker -y attaches to /a/-final words, the change of the final /a/ to /i/ is 
written. 

 da directional + -y —> diy 

10. Words with two or more reduplicated syllables are hyphenated, separating the reduplicated portion 
from the stem. 

 manseke-seked ‘to keep on waiting’ 

11. Standard punctuation is used, except that a comma is not used preceding a direct quote since in 
Karao a direct quote is always preceded by a quotation marker. 

 

Source: Standard Orthography 2010 
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